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The LeakTracker wireless water leak detection alarm is designed for domestic and commercial 

properties.  Installing this will allow you to cover the most vulnerable areas in your property, where a 

water leak is most likely to occur.  The system consists of a main alarm panel and at least one remote 

sensor.

Introduction

There are two versions of the main alarm panel, one has four zones and the other has eight (a zone is an 

individual area that is covered by the remote sensor probes).  Both alarm panels function and are set up 

in the same way.

Main Alarm Panel

Power On light indication that there is mains power to the panel - Green On 
Sensor Healthy light shows that all remote sensors are communicating - Green Healthy / Red indicates a problem
Power Fail light illuminates when the mains power fails and the battery backup is working - Red indicates battery backup
Alarm Test light comes on when the TEST button is pressed

TEST Button - used to ensure that the system is functioning correctly.  Press the TEST button briefly to simulate an 

alarm.  All the zone lights will come on, the alarm will sound and if fitted the valve will close.  Everything will default back 

to normal after a few seconds.
MUTE Button - this is used to silence the sounder in the alarm panel when an alarm has been triggered.  The zone light 

for the area that has detected the water leak will remain illuminated.

ZONE lights are used to indicate which area has detected a water leak. They are also used to show which remote 

sensor has an issue, such as a low battery level.
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These are used to detect the presence of water and can be positioned in areas around the property 

where a leak may occur.  A total of 23 remote sensors can be linked to a single alarm panel offering broad 

coverage throughout the property.  The remote sensors use CR2450 button cell batteries which give a 

service life of around 18 Months when the sensors remain in standby mode.  The batteries are readily 

available online or from most hardware type shops.  When the battery approaches the end of its’ life an 

alert will show on the main alarm panel and the remote sensor will beep intermittently.

The Remote Sensors

SET Button - used to set up the remote sensor to a zone on the main alarm 

panel.  This button can also be used as a reset button should it be required, 

however excessive use of this feature will deplete the battery life more quickly.
LED indicator - comes on when water is detected to help identify where the leak 

has occurred. This LED is also used for system diagnostics.

Specification

Main alarm panel:
Input voltage  .............................................  230VAC     Current rating 25uA in standby and 12mA active
Power supply rating  ..................................  2 Amp
Battery backup (main alarm panel)  ...........  12VDC       160 hours in standby, 20 hours in alarm
Zones  ......................................................  4 or 8
Panel dimensions  ....................................  170mm x 100mm x 80mm
Panel mounting  ........................................  Wall mounted using 4 x M6 screws
Enclosure rating  .......................................  IP65
Operating temperature  ............................   0 - 55°C
Output 1  ...................................................  Dedicated 12VDC valve connection
Output 2  ...................................................  Volt free changeover relay rated at 24VDC / 1 Amp
Remote sensor:
Voltage rating  ...........................................  3VDC
Power rating  .............................................  25uA in standby / 12mA active
Battery Type  .............................................  CR2450
Battery life  ................................................  18 Months in standby mode / 180 days in alarm mode
Enclosure rating  .......................................  IP65
Sensing points  .......................................... 4 (one per corner)

Frequency Information:  868MHz conforming to ETSI standards 
         EN 300 220-2 V2.3.1 and EN301 486-3 V1.4.1

Positioning the alarm panel

Select a location where you will be able to access the alarm panel easily.  It will be necessary to press 
the buttons and look at the various lights on the front of the panel for setting and should there be a leak.  
Ensure that there is an available 3 pin plug socket within reach of the alarm panel, otherwise an 
extension lead may need to be used.

Once a suitable position is found, offer the alarm panel up to the wall and using a spirit level ensuring it’s 
level, mark off the 4 fixing hole positions.

Drill the 4 holes and use suitable raw plugs if required for the wall material.  Screw the alarm panel to the 
wall (do not over tighten as this may distort the fixing points).

Note:  There is no need to open the alarm panel for any reason, all mounting points are external.  
Opening the alarm panel may invalidate the product warranty.



Installing the valve

We recommend that you use a qualified plumber to fit the valve.  The ideal position for the valve is just 
after the main stop cock on the cold water pipe feeding the property.  

The main alarm panel comes with a factory fitted valve connection cable.  If this is not long enough to 
reach between the alarm panel and the position of the valve it can be extended.  

The valves are rated at 12V AC/DC and any suitable electrical cable can be used to make the extension.  
Recommended cable is a 2 core 0.75mm² or equivalent.

Only connect the valve when the alarm panel is either powered down or when it is not in alarm.

At the end of the factory fitted valve connection cable is a connector block.  Opposite the red wire press 
down on the small white tab at the top of the connector block. Insert the red wire from the valve into the 
connector.  Release the small white tab on the top of the connector block, this will secure the red wire. 
Opposite the white wire press down on the small white tab on the top of the connector block.  Insert the 
black wire from the valve into the connector.  Release the small white tab on the top of the connector 
block, this will secure the black wire.  
The valve is now connected, to test it press the TEST button on the main alarm panel.
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The LeakTracker comes with a plug in type mains lead with a standard UK 3 pin plug.  Insert the smaller 

figure 8 connector into the socket on the bottom of the alarm panel.  Plug the 3 pin plug into a wall socket 

or the socket of an extension lead.  There is no power on/off switch on the alarm panel, switching on the 

power to the socket will power the panel.

Mains Connection

The LeakTracker comes with a protective fuse, which is left disconnected for transportation.  There is a 

fuse carrier on the bottom of the alarm panel.  Press the fuse carrier in and using a flat bladed 

screwdriver turn it to lock it.

Fuse Connection
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Locating the sensors is critical to detecting water leaks and some time should be taken when 
considering where to place them.  Not every pipe in the entire house can be practically covered and it is 
the most vulnerable areas that will benefit most from having a sensor.  These include areas where pipes 
connect to taps or appliances and areas where multiple connections occur such as manifolds.  The 
following are suggestions for the most common areas to cover:

Position 1 - The Kitchen.  Connection to taps, washing machines, dishwashers tend to be made at the 
back of the kitchen units.  Placing a sensor on the floor behind the kickboard at the bottom of the kitchen 
units can pick up leaks from any of these connections.  This will allow quick access to look for the leak 
and get to the sensor by simply removing the kickboard and looking under the units.

Position 2 - The Bathroom.  Several sensors could be used in a bathroom area, one under the bath on 
the floor accessed by removing the bath panel.  Another could be positioned behind the sink/WC area, 
although care should be given to the possibility that water used for cleaning could contact the sensor 
and trigger an alarm.  Ideally this sensor should be placed on the floor inside any pipework boxing, with a 
panel left to gain access in the event of a leak.

Position 3 - Utility Rooms.  Like with the kitchen there are connections to taps, washing machines, 
dishwashers etc.  Placing a sensor on the floor behind the appliances will detect any water leaks in this 
area.

Position 4 - Water Tanks.  A sensor can be used to monitor water tanks (most usually found in the loft).  
Care should be taken as to how a water leak might materialise in this space.  It is most likely that the pipe 
feeding the tank could fail at the joint where it connects to the tank.  Placing a plastic tray under this 
location and placing the sensor inside the tray is a good solution.

Positioning the remote sensors 

With the power on and the fuse inserted, the LeakTracker will run through a short start up sequence.  

The panel will sound a beep and the LEDs will come on briefly.  Once the sequence is complete, the 

power on and sensor healthy lights will remain on.

Note:  If the probes have already been registered the main alarm panel will have the power light on and 

all the zone lights (for the registered probes).  Press the SET buttons on the probes to send a signal to 

the main alarm panel that the probe is still communicating. Alternatively leave the system on for 30 

minutes and the probes will automatically re-connect.

Initial Start-up

It can be useful to understand how the sensor operates in order to have a better knowledge of how they 
will protect your property.  It is possible to have as many as 23 sensors connected to one alarm panel, 
allowing wider coverage throughout the house.  Each sensor uses clever wireless radio frequency 
technology to communicate with the main alarm panel.  Each sensor is registered to the main panel 
depending on which area you have positioned it in.  Registering the sensor will be covered later in this 
manual.  Each sensor checks for water leaks every 8 seconds and should it detect one, will signal this to 
the alarm panel.  On the bottom of each sensor are 4 stainless steel feet, these are the conductors that 
detect the presence of water.  Less than 1/2mm of water is required to trigger the sensor.  In addition to 
continuously checking for water leaks every 8 seconds, each sensor transmits a signal approximately 
every 6 hours, letting the main alarm panel know that it’s still online.  Should the battery in a sensor start 
to run low, this will be transmitted to the alarm panel and the ‘sensor healthy’ light will turn red and the 
zone (area) where the sensor is located will light up.  We will look at installing and changing the batteries 
later in this manual.

How the sensor works
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Remove the top cover by unscrewing the two screws.  Insert a CR2450 (this is sent out with the alarm 
system) into the battery carrier.  Take care when inserting that the battery is the correct way up (lettering 
face up) and that the battery is fully inserted. Replace the cover.

Installing the battery in the remote sensor

Each remote sensor needs to be assigned to a zone.  To register a remote sensor use the following 
instructions:
1. On the main alarm panel press and hold down the MUTE button for 5 seconds. There will be a 
 beep and zone 1 will illuminate.
2. Next press and hold down the MUTE button on the main alarm panel followed by  pressing and 
 holding down the SET button on the remote sensor. Once the alarm panel has beeped the probe  
 has been registered.

 NOTE:  During the registration procedure the remote probe must remain with in 1 metre of the 
 main alarm panel.  Following registration the probe can be moved to any place in the property up 
 to 10 metres from the alarm panel (please see appendix 1).

3. To register another probe press the TEST button to toggle to the next zone.  
 Repeat the instructions given in section 2 above.
4. Repeat sections 3 and then 2 until all remote probes have been registered.
5. Once all probes are registered press and hold the TEST button for 5 seconds to come out of 
 registration mode. Only the power on and sensor healthy lights will be on, this indicates that you 
 are no longer in registration mode.

Registering more than one sensor to the same zone.
a. On the main alarm panel press and hold down the MUTE button for 5 seconds. There will be a 
 beep and zone 1 will illuminate.
b. Press the TEST button to toggle to the required zone.
c. Next press and hold down the MUTE button on the main alarm panel whilst at the same time 
 pressing and holding down the SET button on the remote sensor. Once the alarm panel has 
 beeped the probe has been registered.
d. With the same zone light on the main alarm panel illuminated, repeat the instructions given in 
 section c using another probe.

Registering the remote sensor

Write the name of the area 
where the sensor probe is.  
i.e. Kitchen, Bathroom etc.

Kitchen

Bathroom

Bathroom 2

Utility Room
Write the number that 
corresponds to the zone 
number on the main 
alarm panel here 1



De-registering the remote sensor
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Each remote sensor can be unassigned to a zone.  To de-register a remote sensor use the following 
instructions:
1. On the main alarm panel press and hold down the TEST button for 5 seconds. The panel will 
 initially go into test mode, once you hear a beep and the sensor healthy light is flashing, you are in 
 de-registar mode.
2. Use the TEST button to toggle to the zone which has the remote sensor currently registered to it.
3. Next press and hold down the MUTE button on the main alarm panel followed by  pressing and 
 holding down the SET button on the remote sensor. Once the alarm panel has beeped, the probe 
 has been de-registered.

 NOTE:  During the de-registration procedure the remote probe must remain with in 1 metre of the 
 main alarm panel.

4. To de-register another probe press the TEST button to toggle to another zone.  
 Repeat the instructions given in section 3 above.
5. Repeat sections 4 and then 3 until all  required remote probes have been de-registered.
6. Once all probes required are de-registered press and hold the TEST button for 5 seconds to  
 come out of de-registration mode. Only the power on and sensor healthy lights will be on, this 
 indicates that you are no longer in de-registration mode.

Should any of the sensor probes detect the presence of water they will trigger an alarm.  On the 
detection of water, the main alarm panel will sound and the zone where the leak has been detected will 
be shown by illuminating the appropriate LED.  At the same time the valve (if fitted) will shut, switching off 
the water supply and preventing further escape of water.  

The sensor probe will also alert that it has detected water and sound an intermittent double beep, this 
can help in locating the source of the leak.

All of this will continue until the sensor probe has been dried, at which point the audible sounds will stop 
and the valve (if fitted) will re-open automatically.

In the event of a leak

It is possible to silence the main alarm panel during an alarm by pressing the MUTE button.  This only 
silences the alarm and does not switch off the zone LED or open the valve.  This can only be done once 
the sensor probe has been dried.  Press the MUTE button briefly to silence the alarm.

Mute

There may be a requirement to reset the alarm panel back to factory default.  This will remove all sensor 
probe registration currently held in the system.  To make the reset, remove the fuse by pressing it gently 
whilst rotating it anti-clockwise.  Leave the fuse out for about 10 seconds and then re-insert it and at the 
same time hold down the TEST button.  When the alarm panel beeps release the TEST button (the 
power on and sensor healthy lights will come back on). It has now been reset to factory default.

Note:  You will need to re-register the probes again.

Restoring to Factory Default



Testing the system
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To test the functionality of the alarm system press the TEST button briefly.  All the zone lights will come 
on, the alarm will sound and (if fitted) the valve will close.  Everything will return to normal after a few 
seconds.  It is recommended to test the water leak detection alarm at least once every 6 months.

Status Diagnostics

The following are used to show the status of the sensor probes:

No lights and no beeps     Sensor status is OK
Light flashes two times and beeps twice   Leak detected
Light flashes three times and beeps three times Battery in the sensor is low

In the event of a power fail

If the mains power fails due to a power cut or if the circuit breaker trips for the socket that the alarm 
panels connected to, the power fail light will come on and the alarm will sound.  At the same time the 
battery backup will take over and the system will function normally for approximately 6 hours.  You can 
silence the beeping by pressing the MUTE button, the power fail light will remain on.  As soon as normal 
mains power has been restored, the power fail light will go out and functionality will return to normal.  No 
settings will be lost providing the battery backup is working.

MANUFACTURED IN THE UK BY ENVIROTECH ALARMS LTD    www.envirotechalarms.com

When the battery in a probe gets towards the end of its’ working life, the LeakTracker will give a warning.  
This will give you time to prepare to replace the CR2450 battery.  You will know when the battery in a 
sensor is low, when the “sensor healthy” light goes out and the associated zone light comes on.  At the 
same time the alarm panel will sound to alert that there’s a problem.  The sounder can be muted by 
pressing the MUTE button briefly.  Change the battery by following the instructions on page 6.  With a 
new battery installed the system will reset automatically (this could take up to 6 hours) or you can press 
the SET button on the probe for a few seconds to send a signal to the main alarm panel to reset.

Low battery and battery fail in a probe

Appendix 1.0
Things that may affect the distance between the main alarm panel and the probes.

We specify that the LeakTracker is capable of working at a 10m open field distance between the 
main alarm panel and the sensor probes. Open field describes the distance without any obstructions.  
There are some factors that will affect the open field distance given, a guide to these are in the table 
below:

Obstruction

Wood

Plaster Wall

Furniture

Clear Glass

Tinted Glass

People

Ceramic Tiles

Concrete Blocks

Mirrors

Metals

Water

Obstacle Serverity

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium/High

High

High

High

Example Situation

Inside a wall or hollow door

Wooden stud with plaster board

Soft furnishings such as sofas

Windows

Windows

High volume areas with lots of people present

Kitchen and bathroom walls

Outer walls used in construction

Reflective glass

Sometimes used in partition walls

Fish tanks, hot water cylinders, cold water tanks



Connecting an external beacon
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Beacon12VDC 
Supply

+

-

1. Common
2. Normally Open
3. Normally Closed

It is possible to have an external flashing beacon 
connected to the LeakTracker.  This is useful if the 
main alarm panel is in a place where it may be hard to 
see the on board LEDs.

To connect a beacon, a separate 12VDC power supply 
will need to be used.

Connect the positive from the power supply to 
common (1) of the relay.  Connect the negative from 
the power supply directly to the negative connection 
on the beacon.  Connect a switch wire between the 
normally open (2) on the relay output and the positive 
connection on the beacon.

Connecting to a BMS

The LeakTracker has the ability to connect to a BMS.

To connect to a BMS with a normally open circuit that 
closes on alarm:
(a) Connect a wire from the common (1) of the relay to 
the BMS input.
(b) Connect a wire between the normally open (2) 
connection and the BMS input.

To connect to a BMS with a normally closed circuit that 
opens on alarm:
(a) Connect a wire from the common (1) of the relay to 
the BMS input.
(b) Connect a wire between the normally closed (3) 
connection and the BMS input.

1. Common
2. Normally Open
3. Normally Closed

BMS

1. Common
2. Normally Open
3. Normally Closed

BMS

Open circuit, closes 
on alarm.

Closed circuit, opens 
on alarm.

Connecting an SMS Text Dialler

The LeakTracker has the capacity to send a text 
message to any mobile phone when connected to an 
Envirotech Alarms SMS text dialler.  

The wiring from the LeakTracker is as follows:
(a) Run a wire from the common of the relay to the 
GND connection in the SMS text dialler.
(b) Run a second wire from the normally open (2) to the 
IPA connection in the SMS text dialler.

Full details for setting up an SMS text dialler are 
available to download on the Envirotech Alarms 
website.

1. Common
2. Normally Open
3. Normally Closed

SMS Text DiallerGND
IPA
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